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The experimental problem:
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We wish to understand how information is processed within the 

mammalian cortex. 

Its size makes it difficult to measure neuronal activity from multiple 

cortical areas at once. 



Optical reporters of neural activity
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1. Voltage

2. Calcium

3. Blood-flow



Calcium Imaging
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Grienberger and Konnerth, Neuron, 2012

Intracellular calcium reflects a neuronôs: 

Å electrical state

Å detection of neurotransmitters

Common sensors:

OGB-1

Fura-2

GCamP3, 6, 7
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Calcium Imaging

Kerr et al., 2005

Calcium spikes can report a single neuronal action potential
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Calcium Imaging

The amplitude and kinetics of a calcium response relates to multiple factors:

Å Concentration of indicator

Å Dissociation constant of indicator (Kd)

Å Binding kinetics of indicator

Å Indicator binding nonlinearities (e.g. saturation)

Å Endogenous buffering capacity of cell

Å Rate of clearing calcium from inside cell

Helmchen et al., 1996

Usually unknown



Techniques for calcium imaging
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Multi-photon microscopy

Wide-field microscopy
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Multi-photon Microscopy
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Single photon 

illumination

Two-photon 

illumination

Two-photon 

excitation

Zipfel, Williams, Webb, PNAS, 2003
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Deep imaging with multi-photon excitation
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Mouse Brain

Limits to imaging depth:

- Tissue scattering degrades 

focused excitation

- Scatter and absorption of 

emission photons

- IR lasers heat the brain!
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Mouse visual cortex

Ohki et al., Nature, 2005

Neurons show ñorientation selectivityò
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Point-scanning methods

Jeff Stirman

Drawbacks to scan methods:

- Conventional scanning:

Å Scan speed limited by inertia of 

moving elements (e.g. mirror mass)

Å Fast scanning can limit photon 

integration time and reduce signal 

detectability

- Acousto-optical scanning: 

Å High optical complexity

Å Intelligent sub-sampling requires 

additional imaging and analysis

Å Limits information available to un-mix 

changes in neuronal activity from non-

neuronal signals (animal movement, 

neurovascular changes, neuropil 

tuning).  
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Wide-field multi-photon imaging 

Stirman et al, bioRxiv, 2014

Limits to scan area:

1. Photon collection time 

(conventional scanning only)

2. Heat-tolerance of the brain 

(all scan methods)
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Analysis challenges in calcium imaging

1. Image segmentation:

Identifying neurons in the image

2. Signals un-mixing

Sources: Neuropil (sub-resolution axons and dendrites), hemodynamics (blood-

flow related changes), animal movement 

3. Spike deconvolution

Inferring electrical activity from the calcium dynamics
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Wide-field imaging with single-photon 

excitation
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Tandem-lens macroscope
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Wide-field Calcium imaging with 

single-photon excitation
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13.3mm

Pixel = 6.5x6.5ɛm

Emx1-Cre; CamkII-TetO; ai93-GCamP6f

View through the intact skull Raw GCamP6f fluorescence


